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Event: Encapsulates contextually linked information.
Events also have basic information including ownership and access-control
Here: Contains all the information related to the spear-phishing incident.

Taxonomies: Simple label standardised on common set of vocabularies. 
Here: Usage of labels to classify the current completeness of the Event, what recipient can do
with the information and the category of the incident. 

Galaxies & Galaxy-Clusters: Advanced label containing meta-data 
Here: The sector affected by the incident as well as the country. The kill-chain of the attack
can be described using the MITRE ATT&CK framework 

Event Graph: Visualization of the relationships between entities contained in the Event. 
Here: The whole story of the attack can be described with relationships defined between
Attributes and Objects 

Event Timeline: Visualization of the temporality of the data contained in the event. 
Here: A timeline of the steps performed during the attack. The time data is taken directly from
the Attributes and Objects belonging to the Event. 

Event Report: Markdown-aware supporting text document to describe events or incidents 
Here: The report describe the steps taken by the attacker and provide additional contextual
information. It also contains references to Attributes and Object encoded in the Event 

Attributes: Basic building block to represent information.
They can have context such as taxonomy and express if they are supportive data or
meant for automation. An Event can have multiple Attributes 
Here: Two Attributes representing payload delivery. One is an IP address, the other is an URL.

Objects: Advanced building block allowing Attribute composition via predefined templates. 
As an Object is an instantiation of its template, it is composed of Attributes that make sense
Together. They can also have relationship to other entity contained in the Event
Here: A file object composed of Attributes such as the filename, size and hashes. It also
have a relationship 

Representation of an incident in MISP


